
I have seen and been through many events in my life.  I am very 
grateful that I can say almost all of these were good.  However, I could not 
have said this without my wonderful and loving family and friends by my 
side; they are the love of my life.  I also treasure the opportunities living in a 
remote Adirondack location has to offer, as well as the excellent education 
that I have at Remsen Central School.  Forever I will cherish these 
wonderful things that build memories, knowledge, and happiness that will 
last a lifetime.  
 

I could write a whole list of reasons why I treasure the area we live in, 
well known as the Adirondacks.  Almost any day, you can head out into the 
central Adirondacks and find a remote trail to hike on.  We also reside 
relatively close to  my school, in a warm home resting on a hill surrounded 
by solitary nature.  I understand that some prefer to live in an urban area, 
but I couldn´t stand all of the sound, smog, and cramped spaces in a city 
where people live on top of each other in unnecessarily tall buildings.  I am 
even grateful that we can experience all four seasons, because each one 
has its own significance and fun that might not exist down in tropical, dry, or 
snowy areas.  In fact, very recently, I took a hike on Black Bear Mountain 
with my mother.  I could not explain how beautiful the late fall view there 
was (we also saw some wildlife-a hungry red squirrel!).  These excursions 
are a great activity, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic.  However, 
we don't need to venture farther north when we have beautiful trails and 
sunsets on the horizon right from our home.  I love the environment, and 
our home is the key to these outdoor adventures and opportunities!  
 

I also value my quality education that is nearby and full of wonderful 
friends and teachers.  Remsen Central School is the best school in the 
world, and I don't have to check out other schools to say this.  The school 
family is willing to befriend anyone who attends Remsen, and the teachers 
use techniques that I never would have thought of that make what you 
learn stick.  In addition, the school does everything they can to keep each 
other safe.  Not to mention, we have kept each other safe enough to stay 
open during the COVID-19 pandemic, which has been a very tough time 
that Remsen is capable of helping one another through.  You probably 



unfortunately think of peer pressure or bullying when you think of most 
schools that appear in books.  Remsen is exactly the opposite; each 
student is kind and intelligent in their own way, and I think it is amazing that 
I go to a school like this where I can do the same.  We write a thank-you 
card to someone at the school every Thursday, and I realize that I could 
thank anyone in the building.  We learn a lot of interesting new things each 
day, and the teachers are excellent and fun with their teaching.  Preparing 
students for success in the future, this excellent education at Remsen 
proves to be better than anyone could imagine.  
 

I am especially grateful for my family, who has been by my side my 
whole life.  From little things like checking my homework to big things like 
going on camping trips, the fact that my parents are caring enough to do 
these things is endlessly important to me.  Also, I am fortunate enough to 
have all of my other close relatives, living nearby.  I can’t imagine how sad 
life would be without them and my parents.  They all provide me with food, 
water, a warm home, attention, education, and so much more.  Therefore, 
though I do everything I can in return, the only thing that will 
ever overpower their caring and loving actions would be my love for them. 
I also consider pets a part of my family, and I value them so much I 
sometimes spend two hours at a time feeding and giving them attention. 
Unfortunately, some children can’t say they have such a wonderful family, 
so I will always cherish my family.  I am very glad that my family is healthy, 
especially since there is an unfortunate pandemic going on.  I will mention 
outdoor adventure again, because I feel especially connected with my 
family when I take a hike with them.  I will always treasure and appreciate 
the opportunities we have to share memories and have endless fun!  
 

You hopefully now understand that I value many important things in 
my life, and I could name a whole lot more.  I am grateful for my  warm 
home in the Adirondacks, my amazing education, and most importantly, my 
loving and caring family whom I endlessly love and care about back.  I also 
hope that you have things that you are thankful for, because I am certain 
that they are what life is all about!  
 



 


